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Dyer Brown Architects has hired Deniz Ferendeci, LEED AP BD+C in the newly created role of
senior manager of building services, and Jeff Mulliken, AIA LEED AP as a senior project manager. 
Ferendeci's background in construction management on major development projects for Boylston
Properties and Elkus | Manfredi Architects is an essential asset as Dyer Brown helps our clients'
identify trends and leverage opportunities to remain on top in a competitive lasing market. With over
16 years of experience, Ferendeci has been involved with nearly 2 million s/f of ground up mixed
use development in the last few years, which encompasses nearly 1,000 apartment and hotel units,
and 80,000 s/f of retail. Already he is lending this expertise to on-going upgrades at South Station
for Equity Office Partners.
Mulliken is a corporate interiors specialist and joins Dyer Brown with over 20 years of corporate
workplace design experience. He brings experience in managing large-scale projects, most recently
a 330,000 s/f corporate headquarters relocation, as well as niche expertise in alternative workplace
strategy. While at the helm of his own design consultancy, Jeff assisted Iron Mountain in developing
a work process analysis and rolling out a distributed work prototype. Already he is shaping projects
for Bank of America Corp., Partners Capital, and Equity Office Partners at Dyer Brown.
"We are extremely excited to have Deniz and Jeff on our team. The diversity and depth of their
experiences supplement Dyer Brown's core strengths in corporate interiors design and expert
project management," said director of design, Brent Zeigler. "Adding their capabilities to our team
enables us to renew our pledge to provide clients with industry leading architecture and interior
design services and strategic management of their project and priorities."
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